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Abstract:

For autonomous robotic systems, comprehensive 3D scene parsing is a prerequisite. Machine learning techniques used for 3D scene parsing that incorporate knowledge about the process of 2D image generation from
3D scenes have a big potential. This has sparked an interest in differentiable renderers that provide approximate gradients of the rendered image with respect to scene and object parameters. An efficient differentiable
renderer facilitates approaching many 3D scene parsing problems using a render-and-compare framework,
where the object and scene parameters are optimized by minimizing the difference between rendered and observed images. In this work, we introduce StilllebenDR, a light-weight scalable differentiable renderer built
as an extension to the Stillleben library and use it for 3D deformable registration from single-view RGB images. Our end-to-end differentiable pipeline achieves results comparable to state-of-the-art methods without
any training and outperforms the competing methods significantly in the presence of pose initialization errors.

1

INTRODUCTION

Image synthesis is the process of creating a 2D image given a virtual camera, objects, and light sources.
Vision-as-inverse-graphics techniques aim to solve
computer vision problems by searching for camera,
object, and lighting parameters that generate the image that best matches the observed image. Renderand-compare serves as a powerful framework to realize vision-as-inverse-graphics. The fundamental idea
of render-and-compare is to render the scene based on
the current parameter estimate and search for parameters that minimize the difference between rendered
and observed images. Employing a differentiable renderer that not only generates an image based on the
given scene description but also provides gradients of
the rendered image with respect to object and scene
parameters enables the usage of efficient gradientbased optimization methods for searching the best parameters. Although modern hardware allows generating high-quality physically realistic images, rendering is a trade-off between image quality and compute.
In particular, modeling secondary rendering effects is
compute intensive. However, in many robotics applications modeling secondary effects is not crucial.
a
b
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Using image abstraction modules that are invariant
to secondary rendering effects allows for pixel-wise
comparison of rendered and observed images. This
facilitates the usage of render-and-compare in solving many real-world robotic perception tasks. In this
paper, we introduce StilllebenDR, an efficient, lightweight differentiable renderer with PyTorch (Paszke
et al., 2019) integration. StilllebenDR is built on
top of Stillleben (Schwarz and Behnke (2020)). We
demonstrate its usage for solving the deformable registration task by combining it in a pipeline with a latent shape-space model. Given a set of object meshes
belonging to instances of an object category and the
mesh of the canonical instance, deformable registration is the task of estimating the deformation from
the canonical mesh to other instances. Deformable
registration is crucial for robotic manipulation tasks
where robots have to transfer the grasping knowledge from the canonical instance to other instances
of the same object category. Our proposed approach
for deformable registration does not need any depth
information and contrary to many state-of-the-model
methods for deformable registration, our approach
does not use any learning components to estimate the
deformation. Instead, our approach only needs segmentation information. The proposed pipeline is endto-end differentiable and computes the deformation of
the canonical mesh to match the observed image us-
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ing the differentiable renderer. The flexibility of our
pipeline allows for joint pose optimization and deformable registration. This makes our pipeline less
susceptible to pose initialization errors. In short, our
contributions include:
1. StilllebenDR, a differentiable renderer with PyTorch integration,
2. an end-to-end differentiable pipeline for deformable object registration using a latent shapespace model and differentiable rendering, and
3. a framework for joint object pose optimization
and deformable registration to make our pipeline
less susceptible to pose initialization errors.
StilllebenDR is made available as open-source1 .

2

RELATED WORK

2.1

Differentiable Rendering

Deep learning methods have achieved impressive results in 3D scene parsing from 2D RGB images. Of
particular interest are methods for object pose estimation (Bui et al., 2018; Hodan et al., 2020; Labbe
et al., 2020; Peng et al., 2019; Xiang et al., 2018)
and shape estimation (Gkioxari et al., 2019; Groueix
et al., 2018; Mescheder et al., 2019; Pan et al., 2019;
Wang et al., 2018). One remaining challenge in training 3D scene parsing models is the requirement of
high-quality labeled data. In contrast to 2D computer vision tasks such as object detection or semantic
segmentation, collecting high-quality labeled datasets
for 3D scene parsing tasks like object pose estimation or object shape estimation is a much more timeconsuming and error-prone process. One way to mitigate this issue is to use synthetic data (Hodaň et al.,
2020; Schwarz and Behnke, 2020). Another orthogonal approach is to incorporate knowledge about 2D
image generation from a 3D scene as part of the
neural network architecture. This has sparked an
interest in approximate differentiable renderers with
methods such as OpenDR (Loper and Black, 2014),
PyTorch3D (Ravi et al., 2020), SoftRas (Liu et al.,
2019), and DIB-R (Chen et al., 2019). Kato et al.
(2020) compiled a detailed survey on differentiable
rendering formulations. All these differentiable renderers implement rasterization in CUDA and provide
integration to PyTorch or other similar deep learning
frameworks. In contrast, StilllebenDR uses a classical
rasterization pipeline using OpenGL and implements
only backward functions for gradient computation in
1 https://ais-bonn.github.io/stillleben/stillleben.diff.html
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PyTorch. StilllebenDR is built on the Stillleben library (Schwarz and Behnke, 2020), which is highly
optimized to create realistic scenes on the fly for training neural networks. StilllebenDR is designed as an
add-on to the forward renderer with only a minimal
overhead to the forward rendering process.

2.2 Render-and-Compare
Render-and-compare, i.e. iteratively improving a
scene model by synthesis and comparison with the
real world, has a long history in computer vision.
Zienkiewicz et al. (2016) used render-and-compare
to perform real-time height map fusion. Krull et al.
(2015) trained a CNN to output an energy score
that describes how well a rendered image and an
observed image match. The authors then used the
trained CNN to evaluate 6D pose hypotheses generated using Metropolis algorithm and search for the
hypothesis with the best energy score. Kundu et al.
(2018) used a render-and-compare loss function to
train a 3D R-CNN model (He et al., 2017) to perform 3D object detection and reconstruction. Moreno
et al. (2016) demonstrated the capabilities of differentiable rendering and render-and-compare by estimating pose, shape, light, and appearance parameters
jointly on a synthetic dataset. Pavlakos et al. (2018);
Xu et al. (2019) used render-and-compare to estimate
multi-human pose and shape from RGB images. Li
et al. (2018) formulated 6D object pose estimation as
iterative pose refinement process. Given an image of
an object rendered according to the current pose estimate and the observed image, the authors trained a
CNN to estimate a pose update that aligns the rendered image with the observed image. This pose
refinement is done iteratively until the pose update
becomes negligible. Periyasamy et al. (2019) used
render-and-compare to refine 6D object poses for all
objects in a scene simultaneously. To enable comparing rendered and observed images of complex scenes
with multiple objects, they used a learned dense descriptor model as an abstraction module and compared the images pixel-wise in the abstract descriptor
space instead of RGB space.

2.3 Deformable Registration
The deformable registration task differs from the
shape reconstruction task discussed in Section 2.1 in
the aspect that the objective is not shape reconstruction, but rather registering a given canonical model
with an observed instance which allows for transferring knowledge between the canonical and observed
instances. The canonical model needs to be de-
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formed to match the observed instance while maintaining its geometric structure. Based on the formulation for maintaining the geometric structure, many
RGB-D methods exist (Allen et al., 2003; Brown and
Rusinkiewicz, 2007; Kim et al., 2011; Myronenko
and Song, 2010; Rodriguez et al., 2018; Zeng et al.,
2010). For the sake of brevity, we focus on DeepCPD (Rodriguez et al., 2020), which our proposed
method is based upon. The authors model deformation between instances of the same object category with coherent point drift (CPD) and form a lowdimensional shape-space of the deformation field using PCA. CPD and the latent shape-space are discussed in detail in Section Section 3.2. Given a singleview RGB image, the authors trained a CNN to generate a deformation field for the vertices that are visible
in the image. The latent shape-space is updated based
on the deformation field. Finally, by regenerating the
deformation field from the latent space, deformation
vectors for all vertices—including the vertices not visible in the image—are generated. Our proposed approach, instead of learning to predict the deformation,
employs an end-to-end differentiable pipeline to optimize the latent shape-space parameters during inference. This way, a separate training phase is not required anymore.

2.4

Image Comparison

Comparing two images in order to establish a measure
of similarity is a long-standing standing computer vision problem. Traditional methods like PSNR and
perceptual similarity methods like SSIM (Wang et al.,
2004), MSSIM (Wang et al., 2003), FSIM (Zhang
et al., 2011), HDR-VDP (Mantiuk et al., 2011) were
proposed to compare images. In an orthogonal direction, intrinsic image decomposition methods were
proposed to decompose an image into intrinsic components, such as shading, reflectance, and shape
to allow for comparison of images in a way that
is robust against secondary lighting effects (Barrow
et al., 1978; Finlayson et al., 2004; Tappen et al.,
2005). Lately, with the success of CNNs for computer vision tasks, CNN features are used for comparing two images, even allowing comparing images
across two different modalities—rendered and realworld (Appalaraju and Chaoji, 2017; Zagoruyko and
Komodakis, 2015; Zhang et al., 2018).

RGB channels

V1
V2

V3

Renderer

Faces
Vertex indices &
Barycentric coordinates

Figure 1: Forward rendering. In addition to the RGB channels, we also render vertex indices and barycentric coordinates per pixel as separate channels and store them for
backward computations.

3

METHOD

3.1 Stillleben Differentiable Renderer
State-of-the-art graphics engines use graphics APIs
such as OpenGL, DirectX, or Vulkan. These APIs
allow user-defined programs called shaders to run at
specified stages of the rendering pipeline. Breaking down the rendering process into shaders enables highly parallel and flexible rendering processes.
We exploit the flexibility of the shaders to render additional information like vertex indices and
barycentric coordinates as separate channels in addition to the default RGB channels. Our differentiable renderer StilllebenDR is built as an extension to Stillleben (Schwarz and Behnke, 2020). Stillleben was developed to generate synthetic scenes
and ground truth annotations that serve as training
data for deep learning models online. To generate physically realistic scenes, Stillleben implements
sophisticated rendering techniques like Physicallybased Rendering (PBR) (Pharr et al., 2016), Imagebased Lighting (IBL) (Debevec, 2006), Ambient Occlusion (SSAO) (Bavoil and Sainz, 2008), etc. Unlike
PyTorch3D (Ravi et al., 2020), SoftRas (Liu et al.,
2019), and DIB-R (Chen et al., 2019) that implement
rasterization on CUDA, we rely on OpenGL for forward rendering. Implementing a rasterizer in CUDA
efficiently is not an easy task. In the OpenGL rasterization pipeline, parallelization is done over vertices in the initial stages of the rendering pipeline
and over pixels in the later stages of the pipeline. A
myriad of optimizations employed by the common
OpenGL implementations greatly reduces the overall runtime complexity (Kuehne et al., 2005; Merry,
2012; Spitzer, 2003). StilllebenDR takes advantage
of the optimization done behind the scenes by the
OpenGL implementation and thus scales well for
complex scenes and high-definition meshes.
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Figure 2: Backward rendering. The gradient of the image
comparison loss function is propagated to the vertices by
differentiating through the renderer using the vertex indices
and barycentric coordinates information stored during the
forward rendering step.
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Figure 3: Runtime comparison between SoftRas (Liu et al.,
2019), PyTorch3D Ravi et al. (2020), and StilllebenDR
(ours). We report the average time taken by different differentiable rendering approaches to perform forward rendering
(1024×1024 pixels) and backward gradient computations.

Given a face F constituting of vertices V with colors C that is projected on a pixel I, the color of the
pixel I is computed as

Irgb = ∑ bi Ci ,

(1)

i

where bi is the barycentric coordinates and ∑i bi = 1.
For brevity, we simply use the notation I instead of
Irgb .
While rendering an image as shown in Fig. 1, in
addition to the RGB channels, we render vertex indices and barycentric coordinates as separate channels. We save these additional channels for backward
gradient computation.
The gradient of the loss function L with respect to
vertex Vi is computed using chain rule as
∂L
∂I ∂L
=
· ,
∂Vi
∂Vi ∂I
110

(2)

i.e., we break down the gradient of the loss function
with respect to a vertex as gradient of the loss function with respect to the rendered image and gradient
∂I
of the rendered image with respect to the vertex. ∂V
i
is computed automatically by PyTorch autograd. The
barycentric weights and the vertex indices stored during the forward rendering step are used in computing
∂I
∂Vi :
∂I
= Ci .
(3)
∂Vi
Similarly, we break down the gradient of the loss
function with respect to object pose P as follows:
∂I ∂L
∂L
=
· .
(4)
∂P ∂P ∂I
StilllebenDR takes advantage of the optimized
OpenGL library for forward rendering and the backward gradient computations are implemented in PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019). This enables StilllebenDR to be more scalable than other differentiable
rendering libraries, such as SoftRas (Liu et al., 2019),
and PyTorch3D (Ravi et al., 2020). In Fig. 3, we the
show the scalability of our approach to differentiable
rendering by comparing the average time taken to render an image of size 1024×1024 with varying number of vertices and performing backward pass. We
performed the runtime comparison experiment on a
computer powered by Nvidia GTX Titan X GPU with
12 GBs of memory and Intel 4.0 GHz i7 CPU. StilllebenDR is faster and more scalable than both SoftRas, and PyTorch3D.

3.2 Deformable Registration
3.2.1

Coherent Point Drift

Given a template point set Y = (y1 , ..., yM )T , and a
reference point set X = (x1 , ..., xN )T (both being Ddimensional), CPD considers Y as centroids of a
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and fits Y towards
data points X by maximizing the likelihood of X
drawn from Y under the assumption of equal membership probabilities for all GMM components and equal
isotropic covariances. In the context of deformable
registration, given a template point set and a reference
set, CPD is used to generate the deformed point set τ.
τ is formulated as displacement modeled by function
v on the initial set of template points Y
τ(Y, v) = Y + v(Y),

(5)

where the displacement function v for any set of Ddimensional points Z ∈ RN×D is defined as
v(Z) = G(Y, Z)W.

(6)
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Figure 4: Proposed deformable registration pipeline. Latent shape-space parameters are optimized to minimize the difference
between rendered image of the deformed mesh and the observed mesh. Image comparison loss is minimized using gradients
obtained by differentiating through the rendering process. Black arrows indicate the forward rendering process and red arrows
indicate the backward gradient flow.

G(Y, Z) is the Gaussian kernel matrix. It is defined
element-wise as
1
(7)
G(yi , zi ) = gi j = exp(− 2 ||yi − zi ||2 )
2β
and W is the matrix of kernel weights and can be interpreted as a set of D-dimensional deformation vectors for each point in the G. For a given reference
point set, W is estimated in the M-step of the EM algorithm.
3.2.2

Latent Shape-space

Given an object category with multiple instances, we
create a low-dimensional latent shape-space that captures the deformations between the instances of that
category. We assume the instances of an object category are aligned in a common coordinate frame. The
deformation of the canonical model C to an instance i
is modeled as
τi (Ci , Wi ) = C + G(C, C)Wi .

(8)

Wi is the deformation field that deforms the canonical
instance C to any instance i. It has a constant shape
irrespective of i, i.e., shape of Wi does not depend on
i, but rather it depends on the canonical instance C.
This allows us to construct a latent shape-space using
the principle components of Wi . In our experiments,
we use latent shape-space of dimension five for all the
object categories. We refer the reader to Rodriguez
et al. (2020), and Rodriguez et al. (2018) for a detailed
explanation of the latent shape-space.

3.3 Deformable Registration Pipeline
Given the canonical instance, its corresponding latent
shape-space parameters S , and an observed image Iobs
of a novel object instance, our task is to find the latent shape-space parameters S that register the canonical mesh with the novel object instance. We formulate the task as gradient-based iterative optimization
using render-and-compare framework. Our proposed
pipeline is depicted in the Fig. 4. In the forward step,
we start with rendering the mesh generated using the
canonical latent shape-space parameters S . The rendered image is denoted as Irnd . As discussed in Section 3.1, in addition to RGB channels, we render the
vertex indices constituting the faces that are projected
onto each pixel and also the corresponding barycentric weights. Finally, we compute the pixel-wise image comparison loss. In the backward step, we propagate the gradient of image comparison loss with respect to the rendered image to the vertices through the
differentiable renderer and then further to the latent
space. We repeat this process until the image comparison loss reaches a plateau.
3.3.1

Image Comparison

Comparing RGB images pixel-wise is not straightforward. In our case, instead of comparing the images in
the RGB space, we perform the comparison in a CNN
feature space as shown in Fig. 5. We use the features
of a U-Net model (Ronneberger et al., 2015) trained
for semantic segmentation on DeepCPD dataset. In-
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Figure 5: Image comparison operation. We compare the
rendered canonical and the observed image using U-Net
features. We normalize the extracted U-Net features and
normalize them between -1 and 1 and aggregate the features along the channel dimension. Finally, we compute the
mean-squared error pixel-wise between the aggregated features.

canonical

canonical

test

test

test

test

canonical

canonical

test
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Figure 6: DeepCPD dataset with canonical instances and
exemplary test instances.

spired by the learned perceptual image patch similarity metric (LPIPS) (Zhang et al., 2018), we formulate
the image comparison operation as follows. Given the
images Irnd and Iobs , we extract the feature maps Frnd
and Fobs from the last layer before the final output
layer of the U-Net model respectively. Frnd and Fobs
∈ RC×H×W . We normalize Frnd and Fobs between -1
and 1 and aggregate the features along the channel dimension and compute mean-squared error (MSE) on
the aggregated features.

4
4.1

EXPERIMENTS
Dataset

We use the DeepCPD dataset (Rodriguez et al., 2020)
to evaluate our approach for deformable registration.
The dataset consists of four object categories: bottles,
cameras, drills, and sprays (shown in Fig. 6). Each
category consists of a varying number of instances.
All the instances are aligned to have one common coordinate frame, and one of the instances is selected
as the canonical model for each object category. All
except two instances are used for training and the ex112

empted two instances are used for testing. We compare our approach with CLS (Myronenko and Song,
2010) and DeepCPD (Rodriguez et al., 2020). CLS
needs depth information though, while DeepCPD is
an RGB only method. Similar to the competing methods, we use the training instances to generate the
Gaussian Kernel matrix G described in Section 3.2.1.
But, in contrast to the DeepCPD, we do not use any
specialized learning-based modules to predict deformation field. We only need semantic segmentation
information, which is a prerequisite for scene parsing.
we use the training dataset only for training the U-Net
semantic segmentation model. The segmentation information used to isolate target object pixels from the
background and the features of the U-Net segmentation model is used in image comparison module described in Section 3.3.1.

4.2 Deformable Registration with
Known Poses
We perform deformable registration using our
proposed end-to-end differentiable pipeline using
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with momentum
of 0.9. We also use exponential learning rate decay
with γ of 0.95. We run the optimization process until
the image comparison loss reaches a plateau, but limit
the maximum number of iterations to 30. Similarly to
our baseline methods, we assume that the canonical
mesh is initialized in the correct 6D pose and optimize only the vertex positions. Meshes provided by
the DeepCPD dataset are not watertight. Tiny invisible holes on the surface of the meshes develop into
larger visible holes during iterative deformable registration process. Large holes on the surface of the
meshes make comparing rendered and observed images harder. To alleviate this issue, we convert the
meshes provided by DeepCPD dataset into watertight
meshes using the ManifoldPlus algorithm (Huang
et al., 2020). Converting a non-watertight mesh into
watertight mesh retraining vertex color information is
non-trivial. Thus, most of the algorithms, including
ManifoldPlus, ignore the vertex color. Moreover, our
pipeline does not benefit from having vertex colors.
Thus, we use uniform red color for all the vertices in
the canonical mesh.
The quantitative comparison with other methods
is shown in Table 1. For each vertex in the test instance, we compute `2 error distance to the nearest
vertex in the deformed canonical mesh and report the
mean error of the vertices. The error is computed on
the subsampled set of points for test instances as provided by the DeepCPD dataset. Our method performs
only slightly worse than DeepCPD (Rodriguez et al.,
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Known Pose
Canonical
Deformed

With Pose Noise
Canonical
Deformed

Observed

Figure 7: Visualization of 3D deformation. The canonical mesh is deformed to fit the observed mesh iteratively using differentiable rendering.
Table 1: Comparison of our approach with CLS (Myronenko and Song, 2010) and DeepCPD (Rodriguez et al., 2020). Mean
and (standard deviation) error values in µm.
Instance

Camera T1
Camera T2

Bottle T1
Bottle T2

Spray T1
Spray T2

Drill T1
Drill T2

Ground
Truth

Known Pose

With Pose Noise

CLS
(3D)

DeepCPD
(RGB)

Ours
(RGB)

CLS
(3D)

DeepCPD
(RGB)

Ours
(RGB)

34.61
(1.97)
16.45
(1.61)

51.93
(10.45)
19.87
(4.59)

102.17
(47.89)
18.80
(5.11)

122.43
(22.86)
66.54
(29.73)

168.54
(357.8)
406.45
(492.03)

105.26
(64.21)
306.96
(127.89)

126.65
(28.31)
89.65
(33.54)

23.25
(2.34)
90.42
(28.54)

25.92
(5.18)
72.33
(11.35)

45.21
(9.75)
88.35
(18.39)

52.63
(19.45)
112.84
(25.78)

297.79
(579.49)
852.40
(1818)

227.90
(146.0)
289.36
(147.68)

75.41
(34.23)
112.76
(31.76)

29.84
(1.42)
111.94
(14.29)

30.78
(1.89)
121.19
(19.16)

47.87
(12.99)
154.97
(82.34)

77.74
(26.95)
151.21
(79.76)

1035
(406.69)
1488
(554.33)

146.89
(117.57)
255.69
(167.32)

89.59
(33.75)
178.42
(88.14)

21.18
(0.949)
63.95
(5.23)

28.86
(1.42)
58.50
(21.51)

52.71
(23.54)
119.88
(107.43)

71.54
(34.56)
134.21
(89.16)

232.35
(1325)
215.54
(565.48)

92.96
(58.23)
262.31
(228.40)

84.34
(43.56)
157.27
(96.36)

2020) but does not require any specialized learning
components for estimating deformation. The performance across the different object categories is also
similar to DeepCPD, indicating that gradients of the

loss function with respect to the vertices computed using the differentiable renderer serves as a good surrogate for the learned CPD deformations. Additionally,
some qualitative visualizations are shown in Fig. 7.
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One can observe that the rendered deformed mesh
fits the observed mesh nicely. Our method not only
works for objects with simple geometry like bottles
but also for objects with complex geometry like drills
and sprays.

4.3

Joint Deformable Registration and
Pose Optimization

One of the major advantages of our approach compared other methods is the ability to jointly optimize
for 6D object pose along with deformable registration. To demonstrate this feature, we randomly sample offsets in the range of [-0.05, 0.05] m for the x
and y translation components and [-15°and 15°] for
the rotation components. Although our method can
optimize z translation along with other pose parameters, optimizing both z translation and vertex position jointly is an ill-posed problem. Thus, we include
offsets only for x and y translation components. During the joint pose optimization and deformable registration process, we update the shape parameters at
a higher frequency than the pose parameters, i.e. we
update the pose parameters once per three shape parameter updates. This is based on the observation that
the pose parameters require fewer updates to converge
than shape parameters. Quantitative results of joint
pose and shape optimization is presented in Table 1.
Our mean error only increases marginally when pose
noise is injected, indicating that our method is less
susceptible to pose initialization errors than competing methods.

5

CONCLUSION

We presented StilllebenDR, a lightweight differentiable rendering library specifically designed for realtime robotics applications and used it in an end-to-end
differentiable pipeline to solve deformable registration. Given a canonical object mesh and an observed
image of a novel instance of the same object category, we optimize the latent shape-space of the canonical mesh to minimize the error between rendered
canonical meshes and observed images. Our method
achieves results comparable to the state-of-the-art
methods for deformable registration from single-view
RGB images without any learning components. Furthermore, our pipeline is easily extendable to include
object pose parameter optimization. We showed optimizing object pose parameters along with deformable
registration makes our pipeline less susceptible to
pose initialization errors.
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